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The idea behind the Cologne office building THE SHIP is simple: a digitalised
work environment in which people feel at ease. However, implementation was
quite a bit more complicated. The building was equipped with an artificial
building intelligence that notes the preferences of users. The project made
headlines as a "digital superstructure" when it opened. Now the operators are
going a step further and are planning the neighbouring "Vorum" office building in
accordance with the Human Centric Building concept. But what makes the
building so special and how has the smart work environment performed to date.
A stocktaking with Jonathan Reinartz, Senior Associate Smart Buildings at
evolutiq GmbH,which operates the two office buildings.

Mr Reinartz, what intention links you with the office buildings THE SHIP and
Vorum?
"Briefly, we want to create high-value work worlds with THE SHIP and the
neighbouring Vorum, now in progress. The people who work on the campus should
feel at ease. This is why we focus on their needs and requirements for a modern
work environment. We offer comfort, great infrastructure and a communicative,
lively atmosphere."
 
How do you determine the needs and wishes of the employees?
During the planning phase for THE SHIP, which commenced around two years ago, we
relied on concrete needs analyses and developed a customised concept. Because
this approach completely paid off, we are proceeding in exactly the same way with
Vorum. The building should be completed in 2025. The latest research findings on
the themes of well-being and health also flow into the planning here. In the end,
this just as much includes the use of pioneering, intelligent building technologies as
extensive mobility and gastronomy concepts. With this holistic approach, we set
ourselves apart from the majority of current building projects in Germany.

The infrastructure is oriented to New Work thought. What does this mean in
concrete terms?
With THE SHIP, we have already realised our conception of a work world fit for the
future. The employees in the building profit from, for example, the fact that we
have a gym, a good restaurant and a day care in the building. We are taking this
concept a step further for the Vorum. For example, there will be a food court,
outdoor gastronomy in a green space, a barista bar with an ice cream shop and an
organic farm shop.

How is New Work reflected in the office organisation?

https://www.imm-cologne.de/die-messe/imm-cologne/branchenmessen/
https://www.imm-cologne.de/die-messe/imm-cologne/branchenmessen/
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Both buildings are distinguished by the fact that the office areas have been designed
to be especially flexible. This means that we want to provide the right environment
for every task in the everyday work routine: think tanks for effective brainstorming
or phone capsules for an important call without being disturbed. At the same time,
we promote collaborations, entirely in keeping with the spirit of New Work. To this
purpose, we provide many small locations on campus, where one can casually
exchange ideas – for example, on the rooftop patio of THE SHIP with a view of
Cologne. We believe that a pleasant, stimulating atmosphere, in which one also has
the opportunity to recharge now and again, improves concentration and
performance.

What is behind the Human Centric Building concept, with which the new Vorum
office building was developed?
User experiences at the workplace should be improved in a Human Centric Building.
A property fulfils this requirement when it is consistently planned and realised from
the user perspective. This applies to all decisions relating to the building: from the
architectural design through the infrastructure and equipping of the office spaces to
building digitalisation and the optimising of light, sound and climate. In general, it is
interesting that health and psychological themes are now flowing into the
traditional construction industry with the Human Centric Building concept. This is
sure to change a lot in coming years.

What makes the buildings pioneers with a view to smart offices?
In our opinion, building digitalisation in keeping with the latest technological
standards is a must. THE SHIP, for example, is equipped with many smart features
that improve the user experience at the workplace. Thus, among other features, we
use a building app that enables useful functions like keyless entry, workspace
bookings and contact-free payment in the restaurant. This also includes building
navigation for external guests. There are more than 2,500 sensors, 156 access
control points and 146 beacons installed in THE SHIP. On the basis of motion data,
the digital intelligence ensures the automatic and resource-friendly control of
climate and lighting everywhere in the building. As smart as the property is, IT
security and data protection are our top priority. The anonymity of each user is
ensured in keeping with the GDPR.

Will this smart design be developed further with the Vorum new building?
We will also implement extensive building digitalisation in the Vorum, which will
then correspond with state of the art technological innovations. In the process, we
are fortunate to be able to profit directly from the experiences we are gathering
every day in dealing with the digital processes in THE SHIP. We are thinking of
additional features for the Vorum, for example, a digital concierge service and
comprehensive digital signage solutions. Most importantly, however, the smart
functions should be appropriate for the work routine of the tenants.
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How has the office concept and the smart outfitting of "THE SHIP" performed in
the corona pandemic, and what conclusions were reached for the Vorum new
building?
Most importantly, the requirements for health safety in the workplace have of
course changed with the pandemic. We address the new requirements, for example,
with the installation of the most modern HEPA-air filter systems. However, it has
also become apparent to us that rigid room plans have in the meantime become a
thing of the past. For example, users in THE SHIP have responded very well to the
concept of "activity-based workspaces“ with various areas for every situation in the
everyday work routine. This shows that what characterises an office now and will
define it in the future is that it provides a secure framework and at the same time
the greatest possible freedom for creativity and exchange. After all, this is what
people have missed most in home office. The focus is shifting to the feeling of well-
being at the workplace and individual needs. When companies offer their employees
such pioneering work environments, they can also score points with regard to
employee retention and employer branding.
Thank you for speaking to us.

These and other themes will be illuminated at ORGATEC 2022 from the most
varied perspectives and addressed in the event programme of the trade fair.
Here are some dates you should note:

Fraunhofer Symposium "People in Spaces"
Every year, the Fraunhofer Institute for Building Physics IBP brings together the
worlds of research and practice, scientists, architects, planners, companies and
manufacturers as part of the People in Spaces (Menschen in Räumen/MiR)
symposium. In 2022, the MiR (People in Spaces) symposium will focus on the
challenges involved in the design of hybrid worlds of work, with the latest scientific
insights, inspiring keynotes and examples of best practice, together with exciting
contributions from science, architecture and company practice.
26 October 2022, 10:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m., Offenbach Hall - Participation in the
symposium is free for ORGATEC visitors. However, separate registration for the
symposium is necessary: newsletter.fraunhofer.de/-optin-form/15490/47/rD5DJ

Inspired Hybrid Office
As a continuation of the successful Inspired Collaboration special event, ORGATEC,
in cooperation with the zgoll:GmbH, will impressively demonstrate with the "
Inspired Hybrid Office" special event how a hybrid work world inspires people, brings
teams together and makes it possible for employees to work together as a team
from anywhere. And this not in the distant future but right now and with the present
technologies, when they are sensibly combined and intelligently integrated.

IBA Forum in Hall 6
In collaboration with NEW WORK SE, FRAME and Personalmagazin (Germany’s most
widely read trade magazine on human resources), the IBA Forum will embark on a
search for the “workspace of tomorrow” and will integrate expert knowledge with
tips from real-world practice and examples of successful office interiors.Daily, Hall
6
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Smart Building Arena
With an innovative blend of an exhibition space for start-up businesses and young
innovative business enterprises and a lecture stage, ORGATEC provides the
opportunity to gather impulses and innovations for digitalisation in the construction
and real estate sectors in an exchange with the real estate economy in Hall 10.1.
Here you can look forward to, for example, the Investors Day on 26 October 2022,
with exciting talks from our partners on the following topics.
- Office property from the user’s perspective
- Hotels and co-working
- Hightech, Proptech
- Sustainable construction
From the end of August, you will find the detailed programme for all stages at
the ORGATEC website.

workplace congress
The workplace congress on the topic of office design will take place on 25 October
2022 at ORGATEC. The congress will illuminate what an efficient office work world
might look in the mid- and post-pandemic era from various angles. The event is
especially oriented to facility managers, office planners, architects, interior
designers and HR managers.
25 October 2022, 10:00 a.m.-2:30 p.m., Offenbach Hall  Registration is possible
here: t3ab993c0.emailsys1a.net/
c/187/5622543/5755/0/5600509/326885/31a145ce15.html?testmail=yes

Koelnmesse – industry trade fairs for the interior, outdoor and design sector:
Koelnmesse is the world’s top trade fair organiser in the fields of interiors,
furnishings, design, home living, garden lifestyle and modern work environments. At
the trade fair grounds in Cologne/Germany, the leading international trade fairs
imm cologne, LivingKitchen®, spoga+gafa and ORGATEC showcase the latest trends,
products and innovations, serving as international, central gatherings for the global
industry. In addition to the events at its Cologne headquarters, Koelnmesse is
strategically expanding its portfolio internationally: The inaugural ORGATEC TOKYO
will be hosted in 2022. It will be the first trade fair in Japan to focus on professional
and hybrid work environments. As the satellite event for imm cologne and ORGATEC,
idd shanghai provides European companies in the premium and luxury segment of
the interior design industry with a unique platform for showcasing exclusive, design-
driven products.
The in-person events are complemented by ambista, the online business network for
the international interiors industry, which provides direct anywhere, anytime access
to relevant products, contacts, expertise and events.
Further information: https://www.orgatec.com/trade-fair/orgatec/industry-
sectors/

Further information about ambista: www.ambista.com

The next events:
LivingKitchen - The international Kitchen Show (open to the public on Friday and
Saturday), Cologne 16.01. - 21.01.2023
imm cologne - The interior business event, Cologne 16.01. - 21.01.2023

https://www.livingkitchen-cologne.de/die-messe/branchen-messen
https://www.livingkitchen-cologne.de/die-messe/branchen-messen
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ORGATEC TOKYO - The Rise of Hybrid Work, Tokyo 26.04. - 28.04.2023

Note for editorial offices: 
ORGATEC photos are available in our image database on the Internet at www.
orgatec.com/imagedatabase in the “News” section. Press information is available
at: www.orgatec.com/Pressinformation

If you reprint this document, please send us a sample copy.

ORGATEC on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/orgateccologne
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